Parallel ramp requirements:

A. Target ramp slope of 6.25% (Maximum 8.3%), or

B. Minimum length of 15'-0" at any constant slope

Grade Break

Cross slope: 1.5% (target) 2.0% (max)

Parallel ramp requirements:

A. Target ramp slope of 6.25% (Maximum 8.3%), or

B. Minimum length of 15'-0" at any constant slope

Flare width: Target = 1.0', Max = 1.5'; Flare typical length = 6' along shortest leg. Provide grade break between flare and ramp.

Crosswalk Cross-Slope, Controlled Condition: Maximum 2%.

Uncontrolled Condition: if stop or yield condition; Maximum 5%, or match roadway slope whichever is less.

Cross-slope at Turning Space grade break: 2% maximum

Note: For curb cut details refer to CR 7030.990
FIGURE CR 7030.204

Cedar Rapids General Supplemental Specifications To SUDAS

GENERAL FEATURES OF AN ACCESSIBLE SKEWED SIDEWALK

Note: For curb cut details refer to CR 7030.990
REINFORCED ACCESSIBLE CURB RAMP

Note: For curb cut details refer to CR 7030.990